




Since 1989 RC Components has been recognized as the premier manufacturer of motorcycle
wheels serving both the aftermarket and custom bike builder. We have grown to over
10,000 dealers worldwide in 36 countries. Our brand is known for innovative wheel
designs, quality and un-matched 7 year chrome warranty. All of our products are
designed, engineered and manufactured under one roof in Bowling Green, KY. Quality
starts on the inside, and because we control the process we control the quality. Our customer
service and passion for our products and the industry in which we serve is second to none.
We are committed to 100% customer satisfaction with the goal of exceeding our customer’s
expectations and will stop at nothing to deliver the finest quality products for the motorcycle
enthusiast of today.
RCX-haust – Last year we successfully launched our new RCX exhaust product line. While
most customers have known and seen us for our wheels, many are now hearing us for our
exhaust. This year we have expanded our product line with our new Airstrike Air Cleaners
and RCX-celerator fuel management system. Whether you simply want to add some sound
or increase your horsepower, we encourage you to check us out. The same enthusiasm and
drive for excellence that has made us the leader in motorcycle wheels is the benchmark you
can expect from RCX.
RC Components can now provide our customers with both sound and performance along
with great style and design to customize your ultimate riding machine.
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Quality starts on the inside and for over 22 years RC Components
has been the industry pioneer. We introduced the first billet
aluminum wheel, matching pulleys and rotors and have
championed the industry since with our unique styles and
designs. We offer direct drive, cush drive and more shaft drive
metric applications than any other wheel company. We control

the process and do not outsource the machining, polishing, or
chroming of your wheel. We use state of the art CNC machines to

cut the design to exacting standards then hand polish each wheel. We
then use a multi-step nickel chroming process providing the highest

resistance to corrosion, which is why we can offer an industry leading 7
year chrome warranty – unmatched in the industry. To top things off, we use a

hexavalent chrome providing the most brilliant finish possible with no tints of
yellows. Better finish… Better looks…. Better durability. Our process and
our people are what set us apart from any other wheel manufacturer. We invite
you to browse our catalog and join the many thousands who are riding on style
today with our wheels.

ALL FORGED WHEEL STYLES AVAILABLE FOR:
Harley Davidson / Customs
Honda (Sportbike and Cruiser)
Kawasaki (Sportbike and Cruiser)
Suzuki (Sportbike and Cruiser)
Victory
Yamaha (Sportbike and Cruiser)

SIZES AVAILABLE
FRONT WHEELS REAR WHEELS
16” x 3.5” 16” x 3.5”, 5.5”
17” x 3.5” 17” x 3.5”, 6.25”,12”
18” x 3.5”, 4.25” 18” x 3.5”, 4.25”, 5.5”, 8.5”, 10”, 10.5”, 13”
19” x 2.15”, 3” 20" x 10"
21” x 2.15”, 3.5”
23” x 3.75”
26” x 3.75”



Ride with great looks and confidence knowing that your chrome finish is warranted
from defects for 7 years. Our wheels remain in the nickel tanks longer using a multi-step
chroming process which provides a higher resistance to corrosion. We then use a
hexavalent chrome which produces the most brilliant finish possible with no yellowish
hue, often found with other chroming processes. Easy to care for, our chrome wheels
will deliver showroom quality for years.

Following the same preparation process as our chrome wheels, we apply a Black Powder Coat
finish. We choose powder coat over anodized as the color will resist fading or turning purple
over time with UV exposure. Simple maintenance using just soap and water and these wheels

will look midnight black for years to come. Center hub can be either chromed or black.

Striking contrast of black powder coat against raw forged aluminum creates an intensified
look which brings out the dark side of any bike. Machined raw metal takes on unique
characteristics once exposed against the powder coat. Simple maintenance using just
soap and water and the edginess will remain sharp for years. Center hub can be either
chromed or black.

Our ever popular Eclipse wheel is taken to the extreme combining both the brilliance
of chrome and the darkness of black powder coat. Raw aluminum and powder coat are
“fused” together with chrome, creating an exceptional and durable contrast of finishes. We

have perfected the chemical process which enables our two tone wheel to accept chrome where
most all others are polished aluminum. Unlike a polished finish that can dull over time, our Fusion

Eclipse will remain showroom quality just as the day you received it –
because it’s chrome! Center hub can be either chromed or black.

Due to the manufacturing process, this finish
is limited to specific wheel designs.

Our two piece wheel design offers complete customization. Center spokes are bolted to
the outer rim band giving an old school look. Using a combination of chrome and black
powder coat, you can select your finish for spokes, rim and center hubs. Black powder
coat spokes with chrome rim, or chrome spokes with black rim…you decide. Chrome
components come with our 7 year warranty.
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4to order call 1-800-360-0915

STYLE NO. 100

9 furious spokes with an attitude will deliver
a wrathful of punishment to the open road.
Labeled “Greatest hits”, this wheel embraces
artful composition with razor-edge sharpness
taken from our best compilations.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket and
Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 100E
Both the mood and spirit take on new meaning

when eclipse finish is added to the Temper.
Its striking contrast and razor-edge sharpness

defies authority as it maneuvers with
confidence from baggers to sport bikes alike.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and

Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.
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STYLE NO. 99
Old school custom meets new look
technology. Classy 6 spokes machined with
contoured extensions take on a deceptive
depth creating an awesome look from
every angle. Precision added dimples
intensify the characteristics making the
Prowler a wheel to be reckoned with.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket and
Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 99E
Machined raw aluminum matched with

black powder coat intensifies the contrast of
the Prowler taking it to the extreme. Ready

to roam without direction the Prowler
Eclipse will never get lost in the shuffle.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and

Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.
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STYLE NO. 98

With its articulated 7 spokes and
transparent window designs, this wheel
thrusts to unimaginable new heights.
Elegance on the verge of edginess that will
transform any motorcycle into stardom.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket and
Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 98E

When raw aluminum and black
powder coat fuse, the Summit takes on

a whole new dimension. In motion
even when standing still, this wheel is
fused, ready to ignite the open road.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and

Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.
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STYLE NO. 101
Seven majestic spokes with a twist create a
3D wheel with a personality all its own.
Looks as if it’s traveling while standing still,
the Drifter is propelled to wander aimlessly
in search of a good time. Dressed up or
extremely naked, the attitude of this wheel
will conform to your identity.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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Twice as long to machine and yet worthy of its time.
Spectacular 3 dimensional angles and curvature spokes
create a masterful work of art. Smooth, slanted lines
provide a unique appearance and depth from every
viewpoint. Perception is reality, and our 3D wheels will
define the character of any motorcycle.

STYLE NO. 92

Simple, yet refined, but with enough
attitude to grab your attention and
not let go. This 5-spoke, 3D wheel

stands in a class all its own!

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and

Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 85

One of our most extreme wheel designs,
the Savage is daring someone to try and
tame it! With its five extreme spokes,
surrounded by five vicious spikes, this
wheel truly rides on the wild side!

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 85E

The radical look of the Savage is taken
one step further. This weel doesn’t

hesitate to tear the road apart.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and

Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.
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STYLE NO. 86

The Czar features an unconventional 6
spoke design that becomes twelve
spokes at the wheel’s rim. The spikes
pointing towards the center give it a
radical edge but still keeps a classy look.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 86E

The Czar Eclipse has a striking contrast
between the black powdercoat and the
raw metal underneath that is sure to

catch the eyes of any who see it.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and

Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.
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STYLE NO. 87

With its smooth beveled spokes and
graceful flowing lines, the Calypso looks
incredible on anything from a stock
cruiser to the wildest sportbike.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.

Your choice of chrome or black hubs

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 90
A wheel fit for a king, the Imperial is a classy 11 spoke non-directional
beauty that commands respect once it hits the road.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket
and air filter also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

STYLE NO. 90E
The Imperial Eclipse is a classy, 11 spoke non-directional wheel that
will give your ride a look like no other.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 95
Taking no prisoners, this seven spoke directional arsenal puts the

highway in immediate danger and combats the open road
commanding respect. Nowhere to hide, the Assault will be recognized

from cruisers to sportbikes alike.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket

and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome

or black hubs

STYLE NO. 95E
Adding to its arsenal and working solo, the eclipse rolls over enemy

lines leading the pack for all others to follow in its wake.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor

and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome

or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 88
Five Spokes of pure attitude. This wheel offers something for any ride.
Just be sure not to call it pretty.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

STYLE NO. 88E
A fusion of light and dark that is set to take the world by storm! The
Holeshot Eclipse is ready to wreck havoc on the open road.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 91
This wheel is set to make history! With its powerful 7 spoke design,

there is nothing that will stand in the way of you and the road!
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor

and sprocket also available.
Your choice of chrome

or black hubs

STYLE NO. 91E
Get ready for a fusion of light and dark that is set to take the world

by storm! The Epic Eclipse is a seven spoke non-directional that looks
great on anything from your wildest chopper to your stock bagger.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley
and brake rotor also available.

Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 89
A radical design that is definitely out of this world,
this 11 spoke wheel has to be seen to be believed.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor
and sprocket also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

STYLE NO. 89E
The Alien Eclipse has a striking contrast between the black
powdercoat and the raw metal underneath that is sure to
catch the eyes of any who see it.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley
and brake rotor also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 93
Mysterious and lethal. Once you get a look at

the Widow, all other wheels just seem to disappear.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor

and sprocket also available.
Your choice of chrome

or black hubs

STYLE NO. 93E
With the striking contrast of black on top of raw metal,

the Widow Eclipse’s radical 9 spoke directional wheel is perfect
for someone wanting to add some aggression to their ride!

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley
and brake rotor also available.

Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 94
Deceiving with its tranquil form and hurricane force, the Tempest
exploits other wheels weaknesses with its clamorous style.
Violent yet subtle, this wheel will transform the looks of any bike.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor, sprocket
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

STYLE NO. 94E
Calm by day, violent by night is given new meaning
with the Tempest Eclipse. Its obscurity lurks in the
corners waiting to pounce on the open road.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor
and Airstrike air cleaner also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

SHOWN IN ECLIPSE RAW ALUMINUM FINISH
Eclipse finish wheels are powder coated not anodized and will resist fading or turning purple over time with UV exposure.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 96
Armed with 6 spokes ready to ignite
the highway, this 2 wheel design is an
instant classic. Black powder coated
spokes with chrome rim, or chrome
spokes with black rim… you decide.
Either way, the Striker is ready to
attack with you at the command.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and sprocket
also available.
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Our 2 piece wheel design offers total customization.
You can select between chrome or black powder coat
for the spokes, rim, center hub or 2 piece rotors
creating your ultimate look.

STYLE NO. 97
Equipped with seven elusive curvature
spokes, the Zenith will escort you to
unimaginable new heights. Black

powder coated spokes with chrome rim,
or chrome spokes with black rim…you
decide. Either way, the Zenith possess

the journey in pursuit of new adventures.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor,
belt pulley, brake rotor and sprocket

also available.
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STYLE NO. 78
The Vega is a sleek, six spoke design with six tapered spikes

radiating out from the hub in between each spoke. Like the star it
took its name from, the Vega is sure to stand out.

Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor
and sprocket also available.

Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

Honda Fury, VTX, Suzuki M109 and Yamaha V-Star
owners listen up. RC Components is now offering their

exclusive Phantom Hub for these models. With this
new hub you can use any of RC's custom forged rear
wheel designs on your shaft driven bike. Hub bolts
directly to an RC standard rear wheel. This amazing

new product is currently available for the Suzuki M109,
Honda Fury, VTX and the Yamaha VStar 1100.

Original design
for shaft drive

application

RC’s New Phantom Hub for
select shaft drive applications

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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STYLE NO. 02
The classic look that started it all for RC Component s! This simple 3
spoke directional wheel is still turning heads.
Matching rear wheel, pulley-rotor, belt pulley, brake rotor
and sprocket also available.
Your choice of chrome
or black hubs

Get your new wheels with tires pre-mounted and
balanced saving you time, money and the hassle;
especially for the do-it-yourself installer. Your choice
of a Metzler or Avon tire mounted on your wheel for
immediate installation out of the box. Our Sales
Professionals will match the tire to your bike and
wheel for the ultimate ride. Letting us mount your
tires makes sense and removes the liability of
installation damage to your new custom wheel.

SHOWN IN CHROME FINISH. BLACK POWDERCOAT ALSO AVAILABLE.
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Want to take your bike to the next level and
set it apart from the crowd? Then look no
further than our line of custom spinner
wheels. RC Components was one of the
first to offer custom spinners for motorcycles.
For 2011 we have added our most popular
wheel designs to help you achieve the
custom look you want. All wheels are CNC
cut from high quality forged aluminum, and
we use a custom designed bearing that
keeps your wheels spinning long after you
come to a stop. Give your ride a look that
is truly unique.

SPINNING WHEEL STYLES
AVAILABLE FOR MOST
APPLICATIONS OF:
Harley Davidson / Customs
Honda (Sportbike and Cruiser)
Kawasaki (Sportbike and Cruiser)
Suzuki (Sportbike and Cruiser)
Yamaha (Sportbike and Cruiser)

SIZES AVAILABLE:
FRONT WHEELS
17” x 3.5”
18” x 3.5”, 4.25”
21” x 2.15”, 3.5”

REAR WHEELS
16” x 3.5”, 5.5”
17” x 3.5”, 6.25”,12”
18” x 3.5”, 4.25”, 5.5”,
8.5”, 10”, 10.5”, 13”
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RC Components has been
dedicated to the improvement
of the motorcycle drag racing
sport, and this dedication can
be seen in our line of custom
drag racing wheels and
accessories. When you are
looking for custom wheels that
are track proven and look
incredible, look no further than
the original RC Comp and
Aurora drag wheels. When
you’re ready to build your new
drag bike, be sure to give the
pros at RC Components who
live and breathe this stuff a call.

When you’re speeding down the track at over 175mph,
you can take comfort in knowing your RC Components
brake rotors will be there when your ready to stop.
Available in three styles, these brake rotors are made
from high quality 420 stainless steel for the strength
and durability you rely on.

WHEEL SIZES
AVAILABLE:
FRONT WHEELS
17” x 2.25”, 2.75”
18” x 1.85”, 2.15”

REAR WHEELS
15” x 9”, 10”, 11”, 12”, 13”
17” x 6.25”
18” x 6

ROTOR SIZES
AVAILABLE:
8.5” , 10”, 11.5”
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In 1989, Los Angeles native Rick Ball built a lightweight, billet aluminum wheel for a new custom
drag bike. When the bike debuted at the race track, Rick's new custom wheels created an instant
buzz and RC Components was born! Over twenty years later, we now make wheels for cruisers,
sportbikes and choppers.
RC Components has became one of the most trusted brands in the motorcycle industry. Our
commitment to excellence is second to none and can be seen in each custom wheel, pulley, rotor,
caliper, frame and component that we manufacture. We are committed to 100% customer
satisfaction, and will stop at nothing to bring the finest components to the motorcycle industry.
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Found on these pages are assorted wheels from the past…our Nostalgia Series. The
“Nostalgia Series” are designs from the past and their popularity over the years has allowed
RC to grow into one of the largest aftermarket motorcycle wheel manufacturers. Take a stroll
down memory lane to view our timeless classics…you may find your perfect wheel.
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A customization project doesn’t just stop at the wheels. RC Components offers a variety of
complementary products in matching wheel designs to complete your ultimate custom look.

All brake rotors are CNC machined from high quality
420 stainless steel to perfectly match any of RC’s wheel
designs. Available in either 1 piece, 2 piece or full-floating
for the ultimate performance. Each 2 piece rotor is
constructed with a center billet aluminum carrier;
available in chrome, eclipse, or black powder coat,
with a 420 stainless steel outer ring.

Add the finishing touch to your custom set of wheels with a
matching belt pulley. Each pulley is CNC machined out of
quality billet aluminum available in polished, chromed,
eclipse or black powder coat finish.
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Don’t want to hide your attractive new rear wheel behind
your brake rotor and belt pulley? Our pulley-rotor system
combines your rear brake rotor and belt pulley into one
clean package freeing up one whole side of your wheel.
Constructed from billet aluminum with two stainless steel
bands bolted to the outer rim and combined with a special
4-piston caliper for superior braking.

All of our chain sprockets are CNC machined out of billet
aluminum to match your wheel design. Available in chrome
or polished finish to give your bike that final detail to
complete that custom look you have worked hard to achieve.
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Full floating front brake rotors for the Suzuki Hayabusa, Suzuki GSXR 1000 and Kawasaki ZX-14 in our most popular wheel designs.

Styles shown represent a sampling of our product line. For a complete representation visit our web site or refer to pages 4-25

Sportbike sprockets - available in 39 to 50 tooth range in 525 or 530 chain configurations.
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Harley and Custom chain sprockets engineered for 48 tooth, 530 chain configurations.

Styles shown represent a sampling of our product line. For a complete representation visit our web site or refer to pages 4-25

Styles shown represent a sampling of our product line. For a complete representation visit our web site or refer to pages 4-25

Styles shown represent a sampling of our product line. For a complete representation visit our web site or refer to pages 4-25

Billet aluminum Belt Pulleys to mirror exact design of your wheel

Pulley-rotors combined with 4-piston caliper for superior braking. Available in both 65 and 70 tooth in 1 1/8” or 1 1/2” widths for either right or left side drive.
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Polished 1 piece rotors precision cut from high quality 420 stainless steel available in 11.5”, 11.8”, 13”
and select metric sizes, each polished to exacting standards.

Center billet aluminum carrier available in any finish, with high quality 420 stainless steel outer ring available in 11.5” and 11.8”.

Styles shown represent a sampling of our product line. For a complete representation visit our web site or refer to pages 4-25

Styles shown represent a sampling of our product line. For a complete representation visit our web site or refer to pages 4-25
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13” floating rotor allows you to open up your right side to showcase that new custom wheel while maintaining
optimum braking power. Aluminum carrier available in any finish with 420 stainless steel outer ring.

Allows stock caliper to be
used with 13” floating rotor for left
front single disc applications for 2000 and up FLH
touring models. Available in chrome or black powder
coat finish, with or without 64” stainless steel brake
line. (ABS brake line application not available)

Styles shown represent a sampling of our product line. For a complete representation visit our web site or refer to pages 4-25



The same enthusiasm and drive for excellence that has made
us the leader in motorcycle wheels is the benchmark you can
expect from RCX. Whether you simply want to add some
sound or increase horsepower, we encourage you to check us
out. Our Slip-ons provide awesome performance right out of
the box with no need for tuning or carburetor adjustments if
running stock air cleaner. For those who want to add
additional horsepower include our new Air-strike air cleaner
and RCX-celerator fuel management system for the ultimate
combination of great looks and performance.

The quality and performance our customers have grown to
expect from us can be found in every exhaust system we
manufacture in the U.S.A. Since our introduction last year
customer response and feedback has been overwhelming
and we want to thank everyone who is currently riding with
our exhaust or considering us.

1986 & up Softail / 2006-2010 Dyna
Full system featuring a smooth radius bend around
timing cover for maximum exhaust flow and
performance. Equipped with factory 02 fittings and
sensor plugs for earlier models. Available in show
quality chrome or black “ceramic coat” finish. Baffle
is removable or can be unwrapped for custom sound.
Add our Air-strike air cleaner and RCX-celerator, both
recommended, for optimum increases in both torque
and horsepower. Artful design and looks, these pipes
are rich in sound and will exceed the expectations of
any riding connoisseur.

38to order call 1-800-360-0915



1995 and up Touring Models
True dual sound without the dual cost. Deep and
throaty sound, somewhat mild at idle and louder under
throttle. Straight through louvered core increases
horsepower, awesome performance right out of the box.
Includes all necessary hardware and mounting instructions
for do it yourself, bolt on installation using stock clamps.
Interchangeable billet aluminum end caps for that custom look
as well as removable baffles. 4” mufflers also available in a
seamless Slash-cut design without use of end caps for that time
tested look and price point.

2004 & Up Sportsters
Yes, it’s a Slip-On! Full system look for a Slip-On price!
Seamless full coverage heat shield with no visible
seams. Available in showroom quality chrome or
black “ceramic coat” finish which reduces heat and
improves horsepower. No need for tuning or
carburetor adjustments, slip on and your ready to ride
using stock air cleaner. Great looks and an awesome
sound without breaking the bank.

CNC machined end
caps available in
Chrome, Black Powder
Coat or Eclipse
combination.
Available in pairs or
separately. We’re
sure you’ll find one
that fits your style.
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EXCALIBUR
CHROME

EXCALIBUR
ECLIPSE

THUNDER
BLACK

THUNDER
CHROME

BLITZ
CHROME

BLITZ
BLACK
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Airstike is all about great looks and performance. A stylish CNC
machined billet aluminum faceplate matched to our most popular
wheel designs, coupled with a high-flow K&N performance air
filter. Our newly designed Airstrike base plate incorporates a
velocity stack improving both horsepower and torque. Hidden
crank case breathers eliminate hoses and brackets for a clean
custom finish while enhancing air flow. Guaranteed to create the
“WOW” factor of opening up both eyes and horsepower.

temper
temper
eclipse prowler

prowler
eclipse

savage
savage
eclipse czar

czar
eclipse

holeshot
holeshot
eclipse

summit
summit
eclipse

imperial
imperial
eclipse

assault
assault
eclipse tempest

tempest
eclipse

drifter nitro calypso
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CLOSED LOOP FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MAXIMIZING PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY

Closed loop fuel management system that works in conjunction with factory Delphi ECU and
factory 02 sensors. No programming, No adjustments, No downloads and No ECU modifications.
Smart system automatically adjusts and compensates for changes in load and riding
conditions while riding, providing the optimum fuel & air ratio. Upwards to a 20%
increase in horsepower and torque can be expected with most motorcycles using
aftermarket exhaust and air cleaners. Quick connect plugs for easy installation.
Works with factory fuel injection systems, including all throttle by wire models.
Available for Touring, Softail, Dyna, Sportster and V-Rods. Made in U.S.A.

Easy bolt on installation with no required modifications to bike – all necessary hardware included -
Made in U.S.A. Available for Touring (93-98 & 02-11), Softail (93-11), Dyna (93-11) and Sportster (91-11) models.

plug & play
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FOR 2000-2006 HARLEY SOFTAILS
Kit includes: Swingarm, 1” axle, axle covers,
rock guard, belt guard, spacers and all required
hardware. Sold separately are 6 speed RSD
transmission, 18x10.5 wheel, 300mm tire,
pulley, inboard brake assembly, fender, belt,
license plate and tail light assembly. Package
prices available, call for details.

FOR 2000-2006 HARLEY SOFTAILS
Kit includes: Swingarm, 1” axle, axle covers,
rock guard, main shaft extension, spacers and
all required hardware. Sold separately are
18x8.5 wheel, 240mm tire, pulley, rotor,
fender, license plate and tail light assembly.
Package prices available, call for details.

FOR 2002 - UP HARLEY V-RODS
The 240 wide tire kit for 2002 to present
V-Rods. With this kit you can convert your
V-Rod’s standard rear tire to a 240 tire
using your stock swingarm and fender. Kit
is available in either a stock set up using
your stock pulley and rotor, or a complete
custom package featuring custom wheels,
rotors and belt pulley.
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FOR 2000-2006 HARLEY SOFTAILS
Kit includes: Single Sided Swingarm, rock guard,
main shaft extension, spacers and all required
hardware. Sold separately are 18x8.5 wheel,
240mm tire, pulley-rotor assembly, fender,
license plate and tail light
assembly. Package prices
available, call
for details.

Kit includes: Swingarm, 1” axle, axle covers, rock
guard, spacers and all required hardware. Sold
separately are 18x8.5 wheel, 240mm tire, pulley,
rotor, fender, license plate and tail light assembly.
Package prices available, call for details.

Kit includes: Single Sided Swingarm, rock guard,
spacers and all required hardware. Sold separately
are 18x8.5 wheel, 240mm tire, pulley-rotor
assembly, fender, license plate and tail light
assembly. Package prices available, call for details.
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FOR SUZUKI HAYABUSA, GSXR 750, GSXR 1000 AND KAWASAKI ZX-14
With this swingarm you can convert your stock Suzuki Hayabusa, GSXR and Kawasaki ZX-14 into a customized monster using a super wide 240 or 300 rear
tire. Strech your ride 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 inches over stock. This swingarm comes fully chromed or black powdercoated and features an optional inboard brake kit
so that you can really show off those new RC Components wheels! Get ready to take your ride to the extreme!

FOR HAYABUSA & GSXR 240 & 300
Why send off your factory stock wheel and wait for weeks
to get it re-sized and then chromed, when you can now get
it instantly! RC’s new STOCKER 240 & 300 custom rear
wheel matches your factory front wheel and comes with a
7 year chrome warranty! Works with RC’s or any other
aftermarket swingarm. Get that fat tire look you want
without the added cost of a front wheel. Also available in
black powder coat finish.

INBOARD BRAKE KIT
When making the ultimate custom
move like custom wheels, why not
show them off? This brake system is
designed to locate the brake caliper
and rotor behind the drive sprocket
providing a clear, open view of
your new custom wheels. This
innovative new system gives you the
best of both worlds…awesome style
and excellent performance.

Also available in chrome Shown with optional
inboard brake kit

Year 1999-2007

Year 2008-2010
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These Hayabusa hand levers and grab rails are machined from high quality billet aluminum with your option
of a show polished or chromed finish. This is the perfect addition to any show bike. Stand out from the crowd
with these matching grab rails and levers.

Stop searching for braking power! Make a quick stop with RC’s Comp Series
4-piston and Direct Bolt-On 4-piston. Constructed from billet aluminum, you
will have firmer brake lever feel with excellent stopping power. Our calipers
are among the finest on the market and are available for most applications.

Heim Joints

Universal
Rear

SoftailTM

Rear

Comp Caliper
with SoftailTM

Rear

Phantom Inboard Kit

SoftailTMRear
Bottom Mount

Universal
Top Mount

SoftailTM

Front

DynaTM FXRTM

Mast Cyl. Conv. Kit

Rear Road
StarTMBrake
Bracket

Road StarTM

left/right
front

V-StarTM

left/right
front
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Ride soft or hard with RC’s Street Comp
frames. We offer rigid and soft, 5 downtube
options with any rake and stretch, and 4
different styles of swingarms. All RC frames
are built in-house at our Bowling Green
facility and are manufactured using D.O.M.
1 3/8” steel tubing for superior strength
and durability. All include hidden, internal
fork stops integrated into a fat 2 1/2”
steering head. RC frames are tig welded
and each is quality inspected.

We are now offering 4 different swingarm options for RC frames. Our Standard swingarm, Y-style, and
Single side are currently available up to 250 tire. Our Phantom swingarm is available currently in 250,

300, and 330 configurations. (250 LSD Street Comp and 250, 300, 330 RSD Drop-seat.)

Our downtube options have grown to five different styles. The single and curved are available
in either 13/4” or 2” diameter, gooseneck 13/4” and dual 13/8” diameter.

standard y-style

Single 1¾” Single 2”

single-sided phantom

Curved 13/4” or 2” Gooseneck 13/4” Dual 13/8”
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Keep it real with an RC rigid frame. It’s available in a
200 for the true old school guys and up to a 300 for the
wide tire junkies. Each Street Comp rigid is available with
any rake and stretch and your choice of the 5 downtubes.
200 LSD, 250 LSD, & 300 RSD.

available in 200,
250 and 300

available in 200,
250 and 300

available in 250, 300
and 330 Rigid or
Phantom

Our frames are used by many of the most successful builders
in the industry. Each Street Comp frame is available with
any rake and stretch, all 4 swingarms, and your choice of
the 5 downtubes. 200 LSD, 250 LSD, & 250 RSD.

The feel and rideability is so unique, the drop-seat is
quickly becoming a best-seller. Each Drop-seat frame is
available with any rake and stretch, “Phantom”
swingarm only, and your choice of 4 of the 5 downtubes.
(Dual unavailable) 250 RSD, 300RSD, 330RSD.
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Inverted
Front-end

Conventional
Front-end

Dragon Springer

Parimeter
Valve

Fork 45

rigid rear fender

long rear fender

double up
rear fender

shorty
rear fender

lo boy front fender

phantom front fender

stinger front fender

cobra front fender

Legends Softail Air
Supensions

All fenders are precision cut, fitted, welded, and sanded with
detail, ready for primer and paint. Easy fit and smooth lines
make for a truly finished custom look that will keep heads
turning. From ground-up customs or original/stock bikes that
you want to bring to the next level, these front and rear
fenders are a must have.
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GENERAL POLICY:
RC Components sells to both motorcycle businesses and to the general public. For
dealers to qualify for dealer pricing a dealer application must be on file at RC Components
prior to ordering. Dealer applications can be obtained by calling (270) 842-6000.

RETURN POLICY:
No parts can be returned after 30 days from purchase. No parts will be accepted
freight collect. Customer assumes responsibility for value of parts to our door. No
parts will be accepted without prior authorization. No parts will be accepted after
they have been mounted on the bike or have had a tire mounted. A re-stocking fee of
up to 25% may be applied.

DAMAGED GOODS:
Indicate DAMAGED when you sign for the material. Keep the shipping carton. Hold the
goods. Notify us by phone for further instructions (270) 842-6000.

LOST OR STOLEN PACKAGES:
We ship all packages with delivery confirmation. Once a package is scanned as delivered,
we cannot be responsible for lost or stolen packages. If you would prefer a signature
confirmation, please request one at time of order placement. No refunds will be issued
from RC Components for packages scanned as delivered to the correct address.

PLACING ORDERS:
Orders may be placed Monday through Friday 8a.m. - 5p.m. CST. You can fax your order
7 days a week, 24 hours a day on our designated faxline at (270) 842-9527.

WARNING:
RC Components assumes no responsibility for damage or injury of any kind because of
the misuse or improper application of any parts in any way by any person. RC
Components has no control over the usage of any of its parts and expects the dealer and
dealer’s customer to exercise good judgment as to the proper selection, installation, use
and maintenance of any parts. When selecting custom wheels, the tires used for your
application must have a load index and speed rating equal to or greater than the tires
fitted as original equipment.

LIMITED WARRANTY
RC Components products have a one year limited warranty from the RC Components’
date of invoice against all material or workmanship defects. If, due to such a defect,
you return the product to us within the warranty period, we will replace it or, at our
option, repair it at no charge to you, but for the cost of labor for which RC Components
is not responsible.
This warranty does not cover wheels used on the street or highway that are designated
in our catalog for racing purposes only. In addition, due to the unusual stresses
placed on all parts used on the race track, RC Components may, in its sole discretion,
deny warranty claims on any parts used for racing purposes.

LIMITED CHROME WARRANTY
RC Components chrome products have a one year limited warranty from the RC

Components’ date of invoice. The condition and appearance of chrome plating is largely
dependent on user care and maintenance. Products should be maintained properly by
cleaning with mild soap and water and waxing with a high quality carnauba wax. Small
flaws and/or marks do not constitute a flawed product. Corrosion defects due to salt
spray in beach or snow areas, corrosive chemicals, improper care or cleaning are NOT
COVERED by warranty. Parts must be returned to RC Components for inspection for
determination of repair, replacement or credit. No replacement will be shipped prior to
receipt of the return for inspection and determination of qualification of warranty. We
will make every effort to ship replacement parts in a timely fashion, however, please be
aware delays may sometimes occur due to manufacturing schedules. No credit will be
issued for labor or any other cost incurred beyond the original cost of the part.

LIMITED FORGED WHEEL CHROME WARRANTY (LFWCW)
The chrome plating on RC Components Brand forged wheels is warranted for seven

years from date of manufacture as shown on each wheel. Wheels sold outside the
continental United States will have a one year limited chrome warranty. LFWCW
warranty is non-transferable, and limited to the ORIGINAL RETAIL PURCHASER
of RC Components forged wheels. The LFWCW registration form must be

completed and returned to RC Components, within 90 days from the
date of your purchase, according to the instructions on the wheel
for the warranty to be honored. Contact RC Components if you

did not receive a registration form. LFWCW
warranty claims not accompanied by proper
documentation will default to our one year

limited chrome warranty only. The LFWCW warranty
does not apply to wheels sold through private label
manufacturing agreements. The LFWCW warranty applies
only to RC Components Brand wheels designed,
manufactured and marketed by RC Components, as shown in
RC Components’ catalog(s), web-site, or advertisements. The
LFWCW warranty on each wheel sold to or through a licensed

motorcycle manufacturer shall default to the period of said
manufacturer’s standard vehicle warranty, if any, unless otherwise
agreed upon in writing by RC Components.

FRAME WARRANTY
RC Components frames are warranted for one year from the RC Components date of
invoice against all material or workmanship defects. RC Components is not responsible
for any paint or labor cost under any circumstance. Since our parts are for custom
application, we suggest test fitting all parts prior to any modification or painting.
Regardless of applicable warranty, parts must be returned to RC Components for repair,
replacement or credit. No warranty will be honored prior to receipt of the return part for
inspection and determination of qualification for warranty.

WARRANTY EXCLUSIONS
The chrome plating on RC Components products is of the highest quality and heavy
duty application. However, the condition and appearance of chrome plating is largely
dependent on user care and maintenance. Products should be maintained properly by
cleaning with mild soap and water and waxing with a high quality carnauba wax. Small
flaws and/or marks do not constitute a flawed product. Corrosion defects due to salt
spray in beach or snow areas, corrosive chemicals, improper care or cleaning are NOT
COVERED by warranty.
The following are not covered by any warranty:
1.Any wheel or accessory which has been subjected to misuse, negligence,
racing, improper installation, collision or damage from wheel weights.
2.Damage to the surface finish of the wheel or accessory as a result of
stone chips or similar road hazards.
3.Damage to the surface finish of the wheel or accessory as a result of the use
of polish, abrasives or rubbing compound or the use of acid based cleaners.
4. Any wheel which is installed without proper RC Components accessories
or installed on a vehicle other than for which the wheel was designed.
5. Any wheel or accessory that has been repaired or altered by a party
other than RC Components.
6. Corrosion or defects not resulting from manufacturing defects in
workmanship or material.
7. Damage due to off-road or unlawful operation.
8. Labor and paint costs incurred by RC Components in connection with
any warranty claim.

WARRANTY SERVICE
Contact RC Components at (270) 842-6000 to obtain a return authorization number.
This RA# must be visible on the outside of the package.
Send parts to us at the address below, with a description of the problem. You must prepay
all shipping costs. Wheels will not be accepted with tires, rotors, sprockets or pulleys
mounted unless RC Components mounted and/or assembled such items. RC Components
is not responsible for parts lost or stolen in route to RC Components. You are encouraged
to ship the parts via safest means possible, with receipt confirmation, and insurance if
warranted. We will make every effort to ship replacement parts in a timely fashion, however,
please be aware delays may sometimes occur due to manufacturing schedules. No credit
will be issued for labor or any other cost incurred beyond the original cost of the part.
RC Components
373 Mitch McConnell Way
Bowling Green, KY 42101

LIMITATIONS OF WARRANTY
All warranties are nontransferable, and are limited to or through the ORIGINAL RETAIL
PURCHASER of the product(s) ONLY. “Date of invoice” for any RC Components warranty
refers the date on which the product(s) was purchased from RC Components, regardless
of whether the product(s) was purchased by a retail user, or a dealer or wholesaler.
Under no circumstance will any warranty expiration date be extended, unless agreed to
by RC Components in writing. Repair or replacement of the product by RC Components
is your sole and exclusive remedy. We are not responsible for incidental or
consequential damages. Implied warranties, including those of fitness for a particular
purpose and merchantability, are limited in duration to the one (1) year term of this
express warranty. There are no express or implied warranties beyond those set forth in
this document. RC Components reserves the right to investigate all warranty claims.

EXCHANGES/MISSING ITEMS
Incorrect, damaged, or missing item must be reported within 72 hours of the time the
product are received. You mount it you bought it. No exchanges will be accepted after
30 days from invoice date on chrome plated components. All other components will be
limited to 90 days from the invoice date.

LOST OR STOLEN PACKAGES
We ship all packages with delivery confirmation. Once a package is scanned as
delivered, we cannot be responsible for lost or stolen packages. If you would prefer a
signature confirmation, please request one at time of order placement. No refunds will
be issued by RC Components for packages scanned as delivered to the correct address.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
As a condition precedent to any RC Components warranty, the party to any warranty
claim waives any right to a jury trial, and agrees that for purposes of jurisdiction and
venue, the transaction between RC Components and buyer occurred in Bowling Green,
Warren County, KY, and buyer agrees that all disputes, claims or controversies of any
kind or nature that my arise between buyer and RC Components shall be brought in
the state or federal courts in Bowling Green, Warren County, KY, with the appropriate
jurisdiction over the dispute.

terms and conditions
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